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Abstract

The GOTHIC code was used to assess the post-accident hydrogen gas mixing patterns in a
CANDU reactor containment and demonstrate the acceptability of Ontario Hydro Nuclear's
hydrogen mitigation methods. The fuelling machine vault, being a small volume room containing
major reactor piping, is the room of most concern with respect to hydrogen concentrations.
Detailed three dimensional modelling of the gas mixing patterns in the fuelling machine vault was
completed. Results showed that, even without forced air circulation, there is enough dispersion
of hydrogen to other parts of containment to preclude the build-up of sensitive mixtures in the
vault. For a brief time during the peak period of hydrogen release, hydrogen concentrations rise
to close to the lower ignition limit in a small portion of the vault, but these hydrogen-steam-air
mixtures are considered acceptable. Natural mixing alone is sufficient to preclude damaging
hydrogen burns.

Introduction

Severe reactor accidents can result in significant hydrogen releases to the containment
atmosphere. In multi-unit CANDU reactor stations, provided there is adequate mixing, the total
containment volume of about 315,000 m3 is sufficient to preclude hydrogen concentrations high
enough to give rise to damaging burns. However, the containment design includes a number of
rooms in which higher local concentrations of hydrogen may occur. The fuelling machine vault is
the room of most concern since it is of relatively small volume (3500 m3) and contains the major
reactor piping (inlet and outlet headers, and feeders), as shown in Figure la.

In order to demonstrate the acceptability of the hydrogen mitigation measures at Ontario Hydro
Nuclear stations, we have completed detailed three dimensional modelling of the gas mixing
patterns in the fuelling machine vault using the GOTHIC code. The results confirm that, with or
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with forced air circulation, local concentrations of hydrogen gas are not sufficient to give rise to
damaging burns.

Background

To preclude damaging hydrogen burns, Ontario Hydro adopted a Hydrogen Ignition System in its
multi-unit CANDU reactor containment to mitigate the consequences of hydrogen burns. Glow
plug igniters were placed in various containment rooms including the fuelling machine vaults
(Figure lb). The number and location of igniters were selected based on engineering judgement
in the absence of detailed modelling. These igniters would automatically initiate a burn under
accident conditions as soon as hydrogen reaches its lower ignition limit, thereby preventing
further accumulation of hydrogen in the containment atmosphere. The ignition limits for
hydrogen-air-steam mixtures initiated by a glow plug igniter are shown in Figure 2. The lower
ignition limit is defined by 5 volume percent of hydrogen in dry air, and 15 volume percent of
hydrogen in 55 volume percent steam. Mixtures of 5 volume percent inside ignition limit (see
Figure 2) do not result in damaging hydrogen burns.

Provided that there is adequate mixing, the 315,000 m3 volume of a typical CANDU reactor
containment is sufficient such that there is little risk of a hydrogen burn. The containment design
includes a number of rooms, however, in which higher local concentrations of hydrogen may
occur before the hydrogen is adequately mixed throughout containment. The room of most
concern is the 3500 m3 fuelling machine vault since it is a relatively small volume containing major
reactor piping (Figure la).

Hydrogen mixing is an important component of the installed Hydrogen Ignition System, with
igniters placed at fixed locations inside containment The concern is that localized pockets of
hydrogen may form temporarily if the rate of release is faster than fan induced or buoyancy driven
flow can disperse it Pockets of hydrogen can also form near the ceiling, if the release is near the
ceiling since buoyancy driven flow is minimized and stratification develops. If stratification
occurs, the fan induced flows may not be strong enough to penetrate the hydrogen layer,
depending on the relative location and elevation of the ventilation intakes and exhaust outlets. A
detailed assessment of the general mixing behaviour in containment, using the GOTHIC code, is
required to demonstrate the adequacy of the hydrogen mitigation system.

GOTHIC [1] is a containment code consisting of a preprocessor, solver, and graphics modules.
The program features a flexible noding scheme which allows users to perform lumped parameter
or three-dimensional modelling. GOTHIC solves the conservation equations for mass,
momentum, and energy for multi-component, multi-phase flow, including non-condensable gases
such as air and hydrogen. To assist in visualizing the gas mixing patterns, we created a GOTHIC
plot data extraction pi ">gram to postprocess GOTHIC graphics data and used a commercial three
dimensional data visualization program called TECPLOT.

A detailed mixing calculation using a three dimensional (3-D) code for a complex containment
configuration is a time-consuming task, so care is needed to select the cases for consideration.
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The results of preliminary calculations [2] and mixing tests ([3],[4], [5]) have been evaluated and
used to select the important cases for assessment. Mixing tests conducted by British Gas [3]
showed that stratification is a concern for high elevation release of a buoyant gas, since the region
of stratification was developed between the ceiling and the release point. A lower elevation
release, therefore, allowed the gas to be more dispersed in the room compared to a high elevation
release. The location of ventilation intakes and exhaust outlets was also shown to be important. If
these are located below the stratified gas layer, the mixing will be minimal because the
recirculation flow does not affect the layer of lighter gas near the ceiling. From a mixing
perspective, therefore, the worst case is a hydrogen release near the ceiling.

In-situ mixing tests were conducted by the India Nuclear Power Corporation at its Kakrapar
Atomic Power Project (KAPP) reactor [4], which has a containment configuration similar to
Ontario Hydro's CANDU reactor containment building. In those tests, a buoyant gas was
released into the fuelling machine vault. The gas tended to rise as a plume to the ceiling, but
dispersed readily to the room above the vault. The degree of stratification was highest when the
release was located closer to the vault ceiling. This is consistent with the observations from the
British Gas tests.

Preliminary calculations [2] were performed using GOTHIC to assess the relative effects of rate
of release and release location. As with the mixing tests, the worst stratified gas layer near the
ceiling was formed if the release was also near the ceiling.

The selection of optimum cell size is an important user input parameter when using GOTHIC.
Unfortunately, there is a trade-off between accuracy and practical computation times, where
smaller cell sizes provide better accuracy at the expense of longer computing time. It was
revealed in [2] that care must be taken in setting-up the grid size of the three dimensional
GOTHIC model to ensure spatial convergence of the solution. Much finer cell sizes were needed
when the release was rapid, or located near the ceiling.

A similar study was conducted by AECL Whiteshell Laboratories [5] where small scale gas
mixing tests were simulated using GOTHIC. Their findings showed that a high elevation release
resulted in larger concentration gradients in the stratified gas layer when compared to a low
elevation release, and hence a finer modelling grid was required to simulate the test results. These
calculated results, [2] and [5], are consistent with the British Gas and KAPP tests, and showed
that GOTHIC is well suited for 3-D mixing calculations, provided care is taken in setting-up the
model grid.

Methods

The selection of cases and the model set-up are described.

The fuelling machine vault is the chosen accident room, being a relatively small room with major
reactor piping (as illustrated in Figures la and lb). As such, there is a potential for a local
accumulation of high hydrogen concentration before it disperses into other containment rooms
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where it would be diluted and non-flammable. As shown in Figure lb, openings in the vault are at
the top (to a much larger room) as well as a floor opening (to a smaller room). Due to the
similarity of the east and west vault, the east fuelling machine vault (room R-209 in Figure 1b) is
arbitrarily chosen as the representative vault.

Based on our evaluation of the British Gas and KAPP tests, as well as our preliminary GOTHIC
calculations, a representative case of a rapid release at high elevation is selected as potentially
having poor mixing. A hydrogen release of 70 kg is assumed over a period of 3000 seconds,
reaching a maximum release rate of 0.07 kg/s at 850 seconds. As revealed in [2], this is also more
of a computational challenge, since a finer cell nodalization is required for spatial convergence of
the solution.

In preparing the model, the detailed geometry of the fuelling machine vault is first examined. The
vault is a fairly open volume, allowing the movement of the on-power fuelling machine, except at
the upper level where the feeder cabinet is located. The volumes occupied by the upper feeder
cabinet, containing large reactor piping (shown in Figure la), are modelled as "null cells" which
are blocked out of the main volume. Junctions with estimated thermal hydraulic flow losses are
used to model the openings at the top of the vault, including the 52 m2 of walk-on panels and 3 m2

of blow-out panels (see Figure 3). The floor level opening of 18 m2 to room "R-109" is also
modelled (see Figure lb). Walkway platform gratings are modelled as flow resistances within the
volume.

Under accident environment, natural convective flows resulting from temperature differences
between the atmosphere and hot/cold surfaces affect mixing. Therefore, heat sources, from
equipment heat load, and structural heat sinks, such as concrete and steel surfaces, are also
modelled. Forced convective flows resulting from fuelling machine vault fans also affect mixing.
There are four air cooling units (ACU) in the fuelling machine vault located 3.5 m above the floor
(see Figure lb). These fans provide localized mixing, each with a designed fan flow rate of 18.9
m3/s. One of these ACU fans is modelled in order to assess the independent effects of a fan on gas
mixing patterns. The fan closest to the south wall of the vault is chosen as the operating fan since
this fan has the least influence on mixing due to its location (see Figure lb).

A varying grid size that best models the equipment layout in the vault, while also ensuring spatial
convergence of the solution, needs to be considered. Thus, a computational grid size that caters
for the most challenging case, with a release at the highest possible elevation, is selected based on
the cell-size convergence study [2]. The 3-D grid used to represent the fuelling machine vault is
shown in Figure 3. The general cell size is 4 m3. A finer cell size is modelled near the ceiling,
about 1 m3. A total of 1134 cells are used to model the vault.

With the important cases and model nodalization selected, GOTHIC calculations are performed.
The gas flow patterns and spatial distribution of gas compositions throughout the vault are
evaluated. Based on the ignition limits shown in Figure 2, the presence of flammable mixtures are
identified. Mixtures of gas composition that are 5 volume percent inside the ignition limit do not
result in damaging hydrogen burns. Therefore, if gas mixtures in the vault do not exceed this 5%
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criterion, the degree of mixing is considered adequate for acceptable performance of the hydrogen
mitigation system.

Results

Results are shown for the two GOTHIC cases, a "no fan" case and a one fan operating case.

Figures 4 to 7 are velocity vector plots from the GOTHIC postprocessor showing the general
flow patterns in a cutaway view of the fuelling machine vault. These graphs illustrate the gas flow
patterns in the vault with respect to the release location and the various openings to other areas of
containment. Figures 4 and 5 show results from the no fan case; Figure 4 showing results in the
north portion of the vault and Figure 5 showing results in the south portion of the vault. Figures
6 and 7 show results from the one fan operating case. Figure 6 showing results in the north
portion of the vault and Figure 7 showing results in the south portion of the vault

Figures 8 and 9 show a 3-D display of the spatial distributions of hydrogen and air (the remaining
balance being steam) in the fuelling machine vault at 850 seconds, the time of peak release rate.
These figures are snapshots produced by TECPLOT, a 3-D data visualization program. Figure 8
shows results from the no fan case and Figure 9 shows results from the one fan operating case.

Figures 10 and 11 summarize the gas distribution results compared to ignition limits. Figure 10
shows results from the no fan case and Figure 11 shows results from the one fan operating case.
As part of the quantitative assessement, these plots display the calculated gas composition for all
the computational cells representing the vault. The spatial density and distribution of the plotted
points provide a good indication of the overall gas distribution.

Discussion

For the analyzed case with no mixing fans, the general flow pattern shows hydrogen dispersing
readily upward to the ceiling and out to the room above the vault through top openings. The
dispersion of gas to the room above the vault ensures that the gas concentration evolves gradually
and continuously within the vault. This is very consistent with results from the British Gas and
KAPP gas mixing tests, which gives confidence that GOTHIC is capable of giving sensible
predictions on gas mixing patterns. Air ingress from the small room below the vault through the
floor opening can also be seen. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the gas flow patterns are
symmetrical at the north and south part of the vault.

It is evident from Figure 8 that a hydrogen layer forms near the release location close to the
ceiling. The stratified layer is not flammable, however, because of the relatively large portion of
steam and insufficient air. Meanwhile, mixtures near the bottom of the room contain very little
hydrogen (Figure 8), and so are also non-flammable.
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Because this worst case of both a rapid and high elevation release leads to stratified gas layers, a
period of time is needed to attain a well-mixed atmosphere. Nevertheless, no regions of sensitive
mixtures are formed anywhere. Although a small portion of the vault contains mixtures that are
up to 5% inside the ignition limit, they last for only a brief period (see Figure 10 at 850s). After
the release rate slows down, hydrogen mixtures are below the lower ignition limit (Figure 10 at
2500s) due to the continuous dispersion of hydrogen to the room above the vault. There is no
risk of a hydrogen burn after the release subsides. Since the atmosphere is acceptable at all times
for this worst case, the installed hydrogen mitigation system is seen to be an adequate mitigation
measure.

A single fan operating has also been investigated. Our findings indicate that a single fan has only
a localized effect. As with the no fan case, it is evident from Figure 9 that a hydrogen layer forms
near the release location close to the ceiling. The general flow patterns suggest that the fan
provides circulating flows only in the south half of the vault, from the fan outlet elevation up to
the elevation of the top openings (Figures 6 and 7). The fan flow does not penetrate the north
half of the vault and the upper level, due partly to the location of the vents and the presence of the
upper feeder cabinet This is consistent with observations of the British Gas tests where some
ventilation configurations (or fan locations) did not promote overall mixing. In the case of the
fuelling machine vault with hydrogen release near the ceiling, fans have little effect during the
period of maximum hydrogen release because recirculation flow is localized. After the release
ends, the fans contribute to faster global homogenization, similar to the observations in the KAPP
tests. The similarity of these calculations to test results (British Gas and KAPP) demonstrate that
the code also gives sensible predictions on gas mixing patterns for fan cases.

As in the "no fan" case (Figure 10), there is a wide spread of hydrogen concentration within the
vault; however, no regions of sensitive mixtures are formed anywhere. A small portion of the
vault contains mixtures that are up to 5% inside the ignition limit, but they last for only a brief
period (see Figure 11 at 850s). Thus, natural mixing (without fans) combined with dispersion
prevents the formation of sensitive mixtures and no damaging hydrogen burns would occur.
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Conclusions

The mixing of hydrogen in the CANDU fuelling machine vault, a room with burn potential, has
been assessed. A limiting case was defined using findings from gas mixing tests conducted by
British Gas and India Nuclear Power Corporation, and from some preliminary GOTHIC
calculations. A rapid hydrogen release rate and highest release location, in the absence of
recirculating fans, are considered having the highest potential for poor mixing. The effect of a
recirculating fan on mixing is also examined. Based on the GOTHIC calculated spatial
distribution of the hydrogen-air-steam mixtures, we conclude:

1. GOTHIC 3-D is well-suited for hydrogen distribution analysis, except care is needed to
determine the optimum cell size for the detailed model to ensure spatial convergence of results
with reasonable computation time.

2. A rapid high elevation release is the worst case because hydrogen tends to form a stratified gas
layer at the ceiling during the period of release. A single fan does not significantly promote
mixing for a high elevation release because only localized recirculation flows are established.

3. The hydrogen mitigation system is adequate because natural mixing and dispersion prevent
sensitive mixtures from being formed in the fuelling machine vault during the period of
hydrogen release. After the release subsides, there is sufficient dispersion through the top
openings that there is no risk of a hydrogen burn.
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FIGURE la Major Reactor Piping Located In CANDU Fuelling Machine Vault
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FIGURE 1 b Igniter Locations In CANDU Reactor Containment
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FIGURE 8: Spatial Distribution of Hydrogen and Air for 'No Fan Case1
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FIGURE 9: Spatial Distribution of Hydrogen and Air for 'One Fan Case"
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